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place where they could work it.
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Work it then, work it on both
•«

sides and then just break it.
(What^ do you mean by they burn it?

How would they burn it?)

Well, I've been using—that's what I been—see, L got that shovel?
«
I burn.

I put it in the gas stove^ put it in there where it gets

red hot and then I make my—".
t
r

'(You put the end of this stick in the fire until it gets red hot?)
I'm going to give you some of this too.
(Oh, my.

Oh, boy.

Thank you!)

Those are—I'm going to give you some of—no, I better notf cause
I ig^ght go short on them.
callie bean.

Well, this is what they call the mes-

You got one.

There inside of that but you can't crack

them unless you've got a hammer.
V

Oh, they're hard!

of them that grows in San Antonio.
she give bj.g money for them.

They use a lot

A lot of that—oh, Mrs. Robinson

They make them, you know, them beads.

(Beads?)
Yeah.
ICE-PICK TYPE TOOL USED AS HOLE PUNCH AND AWL
(Well, do you make the hole with this?)
Yeah, that's what I was going to show you.
don't do it bare, you see?

I put my gloves on, I

I put that—this thing, you know that

gas—put it in there and then when it gets hot, I just take it out
and (pshhhhhhhhh).

You couldn't do that with a knife because that's

too hot.
' (Well, can you do the same way fqr bone?)
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Yeah, you can do that,but I'd rather the way I do it to split that
,

'
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cause sometimes that bone is easy to split. See, that's been split,
plum through. If I want to make a hole—you see, you've got to

